Transaction Devices

Drop-In Model Deal Trays

**CXFL** Stainless steel drop-in model deal tray is recessed into counter top opening with a rolled flange for professional appearance.

**CXR** Stainless steel drop-in model deal tray is recessed into counter top opening for flush appearance.

**CXR (WITH BULLET TRAP)** For added security, add optional bullet trap to any stainless steel trays.
Counter Top Deal Trays

These trays mount below bullet resistant barrier to allow transfer of money and small merchandise.

**CXCM W/T** Stainless steel counter top model deal tray mounts on top of counter. No cut out is required. Secured with countersunk tabs hidden under your existing barrier channel.

**CXCM D&C** Stainless steel counter top model deal tray mounts on top of counter. No cut out is required. Secured with screws through countersunk holes into your existing risers.
Standard Drop in Deal Tray

Standard Drop In Deal Trays are made of a heavy gauge stainless steel with a brushed finish designed to withstand years of exposure while resisting nicks and scratches. The dish section measures 1-1/2” deep with a 1/2” wide perimeter lip all around. Available in any width, this tray makes an excellent choice for ticket booths, service stations and other locations where smaller items are passed. Installation is as simple as cutting a rectangular opening in the counter top, and dropping in the tray that meets your needs. Deal Tray does not have drain holes, so an awning or overhang is recommended when used in an exterior application. Standard sizes range from 8” to 18”, and custom sizes are also available.

Specifications:

Model: CXR
Material: Stainless Steel
Finishes: Polished or Brushed Stainless Steel
Counter Fabrication Required
Countertop Deal Tray – With Side Holes
(Most used countertop tray)

Counter Top Deal Trays are ideal for use in areas where the counter cannot be recessed or altered to accept Drop in Deal Trays. The tray with side holes has a box shape that allows it to be placed on top of the counter. Notching the glass into the tray provides for secure transactions. Made of heavy gauge brushed stainless steel and available in virtually any size to fit the available opening.

Specifications:
Model: CXCM D & C
Material: Stainless Steel
Finish: Brushed Stainless Steel
Sizes: Width: Varies  Depth: 8”  Height: 2”
Models: Available with side holes or tabs
Glass fabrication Required
Deluxe Rolled- Lip Deal Tray
(Most used recessed tray)

The Deluxe Deal Tray is formed from heavy gauge stainless steel with a brushed finish that is resistant to nicks and scratches. Excellent fit to counter. The flush drop in design means that only a simple rectangular recess needs to be cut into the counter top. The rolled flange results in a square tray with little, if any, of the rocking common to the recessed tray models. It also makes pulling coins into the palm easier. Tellers prefer this tray. Deluxe Trays can be fabricated to meet the requirement of any installation. Deal Tray does not have drain holes, so an awning or overhang is recommended when used in an exterior application.

Specifications:

Model: CXFL
Material: Stainless Steel
Finish: Brushed Stainless Steel
Counter Fabrication Required
Specialty Cash Trays

Many custom cash tray devices are possible, such as flip top trays for frequent use where exterior exposure to drafts and temperature is not desirable.

Another commonly used specialty tray is an oversized tray large enough to pass cartons of cigarettes or large packages of legal documents.

Yet another application is a sliding tray that can be extended while the facility is in operation, then pulled closed and locked at night when the facility is closed.
Standard Size Transaction Drawer
Custom sizes available
UL Level 2

Transaction Drawers are available in two different configurations; one designed to be installed into a counter, one designed to allow thru-wall installation. Simply choose the drawer that accommodates your installation requirements. Suitable for drive-up and walk up service, this weather resistant drawer has a Lexan lid to allow clear view of contents while preventing direct entry of outside air. Stainless steel front panel pivots up as drawer is extended. Push button latch keeps drawer lid locked when closed.

Specifications:

Materials: Stainless Steel; Lexan; Bullet Resistant Plastic
Finish: Brushed Stainless Steel
Instructions Included
Counter or wall fabrication required.
Stainless Steel Standard Package Receiver

(Handle shown in picture would be mounted on outside of unit. Handle mounted on inside for shipping only)

Standard Package Receiver available with Level 1 and Level 3 bullet resistant protection. Receiver accommodates larger items for transfer. It has an interlocking mechanism to allow only one door at a time to open. Front door can be locked from rear side with special locking bar. Closer is furnished on both doors.

Package Receiver mounts into walls up to 10” thick. Adjustable frame on interior side mounts against wall in the field, clamping the unit in place.

Finish options: 1) Stainless steel doors with prime painted carbon steel housing.
               2) All prime painted carbon steel construction
               3) All stainless steel construction.

Standard wall opening size: 14 3/4” wide x 14 3/4” high
Standard clear inside dimensions: 14 ” wide x 14” high x 14” deep. Custom sizes available.
Package Receiver with Vision Panel

This is the same as the stainless steel package receiver except vision panel in rear door enables operator to see contents inside unit.
Construction: Prime painted steel housing and stainless steel doors or all stainless steel.

Vision Panel: Class 1, 2, or 3 in Acrylic or GCP.

Inside view of cart passer sized Package Receiver.
Cart passer sized Package Receiver as viewed from the protected side.
Clear Package Receiver
Level 1, 2, or 3

The clear package receiver is designed for interior use only. Bottom is constructed of wood covered in plastic laminate. A special interlocking mechanism allows only one door to open at a time. Contents can be clearly viewed from the top and all four sides. Low frequency model is for 1-5 transactions per day. High frequency models for 5-100 transactions per day are available.

Class 1, 2, or 3 bullet resistant protection.
Standard exterior dimensions: 14” wide x 14” high x 14” deep.
Other sizes available on request.